Head Quarters,  
Fifth Regiment, M. V. M.  
Camp Freebly, Portland, Me.  
June 19, 1861.

My dear sir,

It so happens that the Fifth
Reg. has not any other reg. from which
to receive any article of which it needs
the五六 in the other reg's have none.
The first look our pants, our trunks, and
the shore 40. which have just left, have
behind of our rubber blankets &c.
The 2d. look other article on a team
of Mrs. 20m. So the 3d. and the
4th. is nor a reg. although once
wholly fit for the left Marine which
has not taken of the fit of the
fifth. He, to complete it, one—how a a
friend was we doubt a stumble was
about for what we could tell
we a few miles the poor of theirs were
in a rough was form of pain
of dreams that. If each he
made half to meet expenses which
must arise and which we foresaw
he not avoid. Others have been for
nothing very high. None has yet left
The State. One he is not mine our
fortune to them than of any other.
We mean to be well and truly settled
out, to have given off rare and
d of the and fight for the mark or
as we will hang the mast. We will
not be behind on the field. We
are an ama drunk come out. We can
not win. All our two companies are mud,
but this Ho means to do. We
ought to have 40 or 50 more. Perhaps
half can come for we should not be able
to put them, unless they get anyone in
the cream thing. We can.
Now at once. Well, maybe we can.
Now to admit any more than this cream
from August a. None of our men are
now答复. and some are white.
we need want of these days. This
may as well. We are holding both
the parts, and the hot. We are
the companies are full.
we are much pleased to hear Col. Harford is to be with us till we reach. We shall start to march to Manassas the 2nd. We want to see the enemy off on Thursday the 25th and then depend on me. We may be pressed to leave the terrible swords with almost I fear but we must be a peace.

Yours Truly,

Mark B. DeWitt

[Signature]